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5.6 FEC for 128GFC

5.6.1 Overview

This clause specifies how Forward Error Correction (FEC) is implemented on 128GFC ports. FEC usage is
mandatory on 128GFC ports. Streams of 64/66B Transmission Words in both directions on a 128G link are
encoded by the FEC layer as specified below.

5.6.2 Functional block diagram

A functional block diagram of the 128GFC RS-FEC sub layer is shown below in figure 10.

Figure 10 - 128GFC RS-FEC sub layer functional block diagram

5.6.2.1 64B/66B to 256B/257B Transcoder

Transcoding is done as specified in section 5.4.2.

In addition, as a final step, the first five bits are scrambled in transmission order as specified in IEEE
802.3b-201X 91.5.2.5.

After this step, tx_coded<256:0> will yield tx_scrambled<256:0> as follows:

a) Set tx_scrambled<4:0> to the result of the bit wise Exclusive-OR of tx_coded<4:0> and tx_coded
<12:8>; and
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b) Set tx_scrambled<256:5> to tx_coded<256:5>.

5.6.2.2 Alignment marker mapping and insertion

The alignment insertion function inserts a unique data pattern (Alignment Marker) for each link into the
data stream to enable identification of which of the four links is which FEC lane. This function enables the
receiver to map the physical links to logical lanes allowing for random connections of the Transmit links to
the Receive links within the group of 4 links, in addition to providing a framing pattern for aligning the FEC
codewords.

The first 514b of every 4096th FEC codeword carries Alignment Marker information.

The alignment marker bit sequence is identical to the first two re-mapped AM TC blocks specified in
Clause 82.2.7 and Clause 91.5.2.6 when replacing the BIP3 field in all four instances of the AM0 blocks
with the value 0xCA, the BIP3 for AM4 with 0x9D, the BIP3 for AM5 with 0xD7, the BIP3 for AM6 with
0x6F, and the BIP3 for AM7 with 0xA1. Additionally the first bit of AM8 and AM9 that are part of the
sequence is changed from 0->1 to maintain DC balance.

Table 2 shows the data stream that will appear on each of the 4 lanes after the RS symbol distribution of
the AM pattern is done. The ‘d’ is the first 6b of data from TC block that follows the AM pattern. The
highlighted underlined values are the replaced BIP3 and BIP7 fields in the AM blocks.

5.6.2.3 Reed-Solomon encoder

Reed-Solomon encoding is done as specified in 5.5.3.

5.6.2.4 Symbol distribution

Once the data has been encoded, it is distributed to 4 lanes, in groups of 10 bit symbols. 

Symbol distribution is done as specified in IEEE802.3bj-201X 91.5.2.8.

Table 2 - [need title]

AM bits Lane3 Lane2 Lane1 Lane0

[39:0] 0011000001 0011000001 0011000001 0011000001

[79:40] 0001011010 0001011010 0001011010 0001011010

[119:80] 0010100010 0010100010 0010100010 0010100010

[159:120] 0011111011 0011111011 0011111011 0011111011

[199:160] 1010010111 1010010111 1010010111 1010010111

[239:200] 0101110111 0101110111 0101110111 0101110111

[279:240] 1110110011 0110100011 0111010011 1101010011

[319:280] 0100010101 0100101010 0001010011 0000011111

[359:320] 0101100110 1100100110 1111000010 0100001001

[399:360] 0100101000 0101011011 0010110101 1010100111

[439:400] 1110101000 1101010110 1010110010 1110000000

[479:440] 1001100110 1101100110 0011110111 1111011011

[513:480] dddddd1110 0110010000 0100101000 0101100010
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5.6.2.5 Transmit bit ordering

Transmit bit ordering is per IEEE-802.3bj-201X 91.5.2.9. 

5.6.2.6 Alignment lock and deskew

The receive function creates 4 bit streams after concatenating the bits received on each lane. It then
obtains LOCK to the alignment markers on each lane as specified by the FEC synchronization state
diagram in IEEE802.3bj-201X 91.5.3.1.

After alignment marker lock is achieved on all four lanes, all inter lane skew is removed as specified by the
FEC alignment state diagram in IEEE802.3bj-201X 91.5.3.1. The FEC receive function will support a
maximum skew of 180ns between lanes and a maximum skew variation of 4ns. 

5.6.2.7 Lane reorder

FEC lanes can be received on different lanes of the service interface from which they were originally trans-
mitted.

The FEC receive function shall order the FEC lanes according to the FEC lane number per
IEEE802.3bj-201X-91.5.3.2.The FEC lane number is defined by the alignment marker that is mapped to
each FEC lane.

After all FEC lanes are aligned, deskewed, and reordered, the FEC lanes are multiplexed together in the
proper order to reconstruct the original stream of FEC codewords.

5.6.2.8 Reed-Solomon decoder

Decoding is done as specified in 5.5.6.

5.6.2.9 Alignment marker removal

The first 514 bits in every 4096 code words are the mapped alignment marker bits. These are removed
before sending the data to the transcode block.

For the optional FC-EE capability, transitions between normal alignment markers and Rapid Alignment
markers result in changes in the relative position and frequency of the two transcoded blocks that contain
the alignment markers. These transitions are detected by the Receive LPI state diagram (see Figure 91–11
per IEEE802.3bj-201X) and this information is used by the alignment marker removal function to determine
which bits are to be removed. When rx_lpi_active is true, the first 514 message bits in every codeword
contains the mapped alignment marker bits.

(Note – Clause 10 on Energy Efficiency need to be updated for 128GFC functionality.)

5.6.2.10 256B/257B to 64B/66B transcoder

The first five bits of the of the received block rx_scrambled<256:0>, in reception order, are descrambled.
Rx_scrambled<256:0> will yield rx_coded<256:0> as follows:

a) Set rx_coded<4:0> to the result of the bit wise Exclusive-OR of rx_scrambled<4:0> and
rx_scrambled<12:8>; and

b) Set rx_coded<256:5> to rx_scrambled<256:5>.
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Next, a group of four 66bit transmission words are constructed from each received 257 bit transmission
word as specified in 5.5.7. 

5.6.2.11 Receive bit ordering

Receive bit ordering is as specified in IEEE802.3bj-201X 91.5.3.8.
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